
Do:
• Research the job you are applying for and

tailor your resumé to fit the employer’s
needs. Include key words from the
employer’s ad and incorporate vocabulary
found on their web site. Either tailor the
objective to a specific position, or leave it
out altogether. 

• Sell yourself. For example, “Supervised
purchasing department” doesn’t tell the
reader about the size of your staff or your
accomplishments, but “Supervised 25
customer service representatives and
purchasing agents; repeatedly recognized
and awarded for improvements to the
department” does.

• Quantify your accomplishments. Identify
results. How large was the budget you
managed? Did you design and implement
new procedures? Did you or your team
receive commendations? Did you meet
deadlines? Did you train new employees?

• Use past-tense verbs to begin each phrase
even when writing about your current job.
Use verb phrases, not sentences. Example:
“Created employee handbook.”

• Students and recent grads should highlight
their studies. Include relevant courses.

• Check and recheck spelling, punctuation
and grammar.

• Include appropriate skills for the work you
are seeking. Include computer skills and
languages (understood, read or spoken) for
every job.

• Include companies worked for, dates of
employment and responsibilities.

• Include professional licenses, publications,
patents and professional affiliations.

• Print on high-quality paper, no smudges
or staples.

The purpose of your resumé is to win an interview. A resumé is an advertisement selling a product (you). It should present you in the best light,
convincing the employer that you have what it takes to be successful in this new position. A great resumé has two sections. In the first, you make
assertions about your abilities. In the second section, you back up your assertions with evidence that you actually did what you said. This is where
you describe the jobs you have held and your education. Your resumé should be pleasing to the eye, stimulate interest and inspire the prospective
employer to invite you in for an interview. 

DOs and DON’Ts
of resumé writing

Don’t:
• Title your resumé or put the word

“Resumé” at the top.

• Exceed two pages in length. (Keep to one
page if possible but don’t overcrowd.)

• List availability.

• State a salary request.

• Mention age, race, religion, sex or
national origin.

• Include photographs, charts or graphs.

• Give reasons for leaving past
employment.

• Include references. State “References
available upon request” at the end of
your resumé.

• Lie. Be ready to qualify all 
statements made.

• Overuse the word “I.”

• Include a “personal” section, unless
specifically requested.

See next page for Scanner Friendly Resumé Tips…



Make your resumé “scanner-friendly.” 

Many large companies now use a computer program
such as Resumix to electronically scan resumés into a
database. You can call the company and find out before
submitting your resumé whether or not this is being
done. If so, you can tailor your resumé to contain key
words the computer is looking for. 

Circle key words that describe the qualifications,
experience, skills and other requirements mentioned in
the job description or classified ad for the open position.
Make sure all key words show up in your resumé. 

Do:

• Remove any italics, bold, and underlines.

• Remove any shading, graphics and decorative lines.

• Remove everything on the first line except your name.

• Use only a conservative font and keep all text at least
10 points in size, but no larger than 14 points.
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